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Tourism: evolutionary approaches
… the path metaphor in tourism evolution
Destinations are constantly in-the-making and being shaped
Distinctive powerful forms of interpreting the nuanced,
local-specific dynamics of tourist places over time and in space
Agency and selective/spontaneous ‘happenings’ can act to unlock
tourism places from stagnation, to avoid (or reverse) decline or to
send them into the abyss
Tourism Area Lifecycle Model (TALC) / Urban Restructuring
approaches - insufficient for analysing today’s networked, liquid
and ever-shifting destinations
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‘Paths’ in the evolution of tourism places...
New perspectives aiming to understand the (often unexpected) ways in which destinations can break with their
historical legacies and structures and change their paths…

Path creation:
radical/disruptive change
(Gill & Williams, 2011, 2014)
Or
Path plasticity:
incremental change
(Halkier & Therkelsen, 2013;
Strambach,
2010,ofAnton
Intensity
shift Clavé
& Wilson, 2016)

Path dependence
cumulative mechanism
underlying – influencing but
not determining –
evolutionary trajectories;
lock-in
(Bramwell & Cox, 2009; Ma &
Hassink, 2013, 2014; Williams,
2013)

Windows of locational
opportunity
(Boschma & Frenken, 2003;
Boschma & van der Knaap,
1997; Martin, 2010)

Upgrading / Up-scaling
• Renewal (Asheim et al, 2013)
• Extension (Asheim et al, 2013)

Conversion
• Redevelopment (Anton Clavé, 2012)
• Metamorphosis (Clivaz et al, 2014)
• Restructuring (Agarwal, 2002)
• Disruptive innovation

Downgrading / Down-scaling
• Destruction/Abandonment (Baum, 2010)
• Collapse/Abyss (Clivaz et al, 2014)

Path shaping (Bramwell, 2011; Jessop, 2008)
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Path shaping and socioecological resilience
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Path Shaping and Geographical / Cultural Political Economy
The spatialities of capitalism co-evolve with its economic processes and economic,
political, cultural and biophysical processes are co-implicated with one another
(multiplicities; subjectivities, assemblages; context of contexts).
Geographical Political Economy (GPE) - capitalism’s spatialities increase agents’
uncertainty and the likelihood of unintended consequences (chaos) (Sheppard,
2010).
Cultural Political Economy (CPE) - post-disciplinary approach incorporating notions
of culture into the study of political economy to enhance its interpretive and
explanatory power (Jessop, 2009; Ribera-Fumaz, 2009; Sum and Jessop, 2013).
EEG research framed by GPE/CPE allows a deeper level of engagement with even
subtle and incremental path shaping factors; An appreciation of the socio-cultural
processes that underpin place / destination evolution is fundamental.

‘Moments’ in path shaping
More attention should be paid to what happens between the path
shaping trajectory’s start and end points: ‘Join the dots’
Pertinent to conceptualise various ‘moments’ over the course of
tourism evolution, in addition to a given evolutionary trajectory
Different ‘moments’ along an evolutionary path have different
characteristics and a tourism performance approach is
insufficient
Differential calculus: inflection point… a point on a curve at which
the curvature or concavity changes sign from plus to minus or from
minus to plus.

‘Moment’ as inflection point from an evolutionary approach is a
catalyst for change in the economic /social urban development
pathway…
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‘Moments’ in the path metaphor
EEG
Path shaping - concern of economic geographers, while those in urban social
geography have started to engage with the idea in understanding urban change

SOCIOECOLOGICAL RESILIENCE / PANARCHY
Shocks impact the socio-ecological system of tourism and, depending on
resiliency, can cause a system to reorganize or to flip to a different state (Cottrell
and Duke, 2016)

CPE/GPE
Moulaert et al (2007) - discursive, selective `moments’ in urban socio-economic
change and path dependency [including policies / key agencies]

But what role do ‘moments’ play in change?
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The ‘moments’ conceptual framework

Pre-moment SCAPE
Preconditions

TRIGGER
discourses

MOMENT
characteristics

Post-moment SCAPE
IMPACT
discourses

Postconditions

>> FLOWS >> Capital / knowledge / culture / labour /
tendencies / demand markets

POST-MOMENT SCAPE BECOMES A PRE-MOMENT SCAPE OF FUTURE MOMENTS
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Discourses of the moment: triggers and impacts
> IMPACT DISCOURSES

TRIGGER DISCOURSES >

Effects / Outcomes / Responses / Reactions
Spontaneous:
•Critical shocks (Environmental,
economic [fiscal], physical,
regulatory)
•External, internal; endogenous /
exogenous
•Local / regional / national /
international / global scale
•Structural / anthropogenic
•Catalytic / incapacitating
(debilitating)

Selective:
•Structural / anthropogenic
•Interventionist, incidental / unintentional
•Discursive / non-discursive
•Regulatory / fiscal [investment] /
resource-driven
•Ad-hoc / strategic
•External, internal
•Endogenous / exogenous
•Impetus: Institutional / individual /
community-led
•Local context-bound / globalising
•Consensus-based / imposed

MOMENT
Characteristics / Durability, scale
and speed of shift:
•Permanent / temporary
•Reversible / irreversible
•Local / regional / national /
international / global scale
•Immediate / longer-term
•Rapid / gradual / incipient (ocean
liner or light switch)

Processes:
•Stabilising / destabilising post-moment
effects
•Shaping of single path / multiple paths in
parallel
•Windows of (locational) opportunity
Upgrading / Up-scaling:
•Renewal
•Recuperation (selective) of pre-lock-in
elements
•Reinforcement
•Extension
•Reversal
•Metamorphosis/transition
Conversion:
•Redevelopment
•Metamorphosis
•Restructuring
Downgrading / downscaling:
•Creative destruction (“slash and burn”,
more radical)
•Dissolution (more incremental)
•Abandonment/collapse
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•Suspension

Moments as butterflies...

Pre-moment SCAPE

TRIGGER
discourses

Post-moment SCAPE

MOMENT
characteristics

IMPACT
discourses

Pre-conditions

Post-conditions
>> FLOWS >> Capital / knowledge / culture / labour /
tendencies / demand markets

POST-MOMENT SCAPE BECOMES A PRE-MOMENT SCAPE OF FUTURE MOMENTS

Moments - utility
An heuristic, holistic device - ‘moments’ as complex,
context-bound processes that include several
marked elements therein: pre- and post-scapes,
triggers and impacts.
This framework is potentially applicable to any type
of place and any industrial sector – flexible,
adaptable and with potential as a strategic planning
tool.
What about in well-documented, ‘paradigmatic’
cases?
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Discourses of the ‘moment’: Barcelona (1980s - 2020)

Pre-Moment
Scape 1

MOMENT 1

Post-Moment
Scape 1
/Pre-Moment
Scape 2

Barcelona,
the unknown
tourist city

Olympic
Games
1992

Barcelona, a
the top
urban
destination

MOMENT 2

Municipal
Action Plan

2008

Post-Moment
Scape 2

Barcelona,
towards
sustainability

>> FLOWS >> Capital / knowledge / culture / labour / tendencies / demand markets
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Barcelona, the unknown tourist city
Roads/Airport
Investments
1986-93:

US$ 2,522
million

Olympics Organizing
Committee budget

US$ 1,302 million

Olympic areas
Investments
1986-93:

US$ 2,250
million
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Barcelona’s Olympic Moment
Pre-moment SCAPE
Pre-conditions

Weak positioning
as a tourism
destination
Tourism as a
secondary
activity: limited
MICE and
heritage tourism

TRIGGER
discourses

Post-moment SCAPE

MOMENT

Selective:
Winning right to
host 1992 Olympic
Games (1986)
Local/Regional/Natio
nal political
consensus and
efforts (4 times
candidacy)

Non-existent
promotion
strategy

High investments in
promotion and
infrastructure

Lack of
institutional and
private
coordination in
marketing action

Tourism Strategic
Plan 1991: positive
prospects of
developing tourism
and making it
profitable

Olympic
Games
1992

IMPACT
discourses

Upgrading /
Up-scaling:
Constant growth of
number of tourists
-1990=1.7M
-2007=7.1M
Increasing
profitability
Conversion
Growth of
unrelated
economic variety

Post-conditions
International
prestige, image
and notoriety
Urban change
and improvement
of the quality of
life
Turisme de
Barcelona (1993):
public-private
consortium
responsible of
promotion,
planning and
management of
tourism
(effective control
by private sector)

>> FLOWS >> Capital / knowledge / culture / labour / tendencies / demand markets
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Barcelona Olympics Moment

The Olympic Games acted as ‘a catalyst and provided an excuse to bring about urban change that would
improve the quality of life and the attractiveness of Barcelona’ (Brunet, 1993)
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Barcelona, the top urban destination
A place to visit
before you die
since 2002 (BBC)
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Barcelona PAM Moment
Pre-moment SCAPE
Pre-conditions
International
prestige, image
and notoriety
Urban change
and improvement
of quality of life
Turisme de
Barcelona (1993):
public-private
consortium
responsible of
promotion,
planning and
management of
tourism
(Effective control
of the private
sector)

TRIGGER
discourses

Post-moment SCAPE

MOMENT

Upgrading/Up-scaling
Growth of tourists and
overnights

Global:
Great recession,
financial and
economic crisis
Selective:
Gaudí year (2002)
Universal Forum of
Cultures (2004)
Urban challenges and
developments (Poble
Nou, Diagonal Mar,
Sagrera-Glòries)

IMPACT
discourses

Municipal
Action Plan
2008

Tourism Strategic
Plan 2015 (2009):
quality and
sustainability
Conversion
Urban shifts & new
trends in the urban
sphere
Disruptive
innovations in
tourism production
and consumption
Postcrisis economic,
social, political and
environmental
escenarios

Post-conditions
Consolidated
positioning as top
international
urban destination
Resistance
movements
(localised
overtourism )
Towards a
paradigm of new
sustainable urban
management
framework:
Tourism Strategic
Plan 2020, City
and Tourism
Council,
Observatori,
Mobility, PEUAT,
Marketing,

>> FLOWS >> Capital / knowledge / culture / labour / tendencies / demand markets
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Barcelona PAM Moment

Municipal
Action Plan
Barcelona
(2008-2011)

2008

Barcelona, the city towards sustainability
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Barcelona, from tourist city to city with tourism

City and
Tourism
Council
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Conclusions
Understanding what might trigger key moments in the evolutionary path
shaping of places, as well as the associated ‘how, why, who, when and
where’ of destination change
Moving beyond deterministic models based on tourism performance
indicators - focus on positive path shaping as well as on negative, critical
shocks in urban-related paths
Beyond the TALC: focus on analysing the evolving qualities of places
living with tourism (Équipe MIT, 2002) instead of the analysis of tourism
in places (e.g. Butler, 1980; Plog, 1973)
Utility in framing moments / EEG analysis within Cultural Political
Economy – CPE (Ribera Fumaz, 2009; Sum & Jessop, 2013);
Geographical Political Economy - GPE (Sheppard, 2010; MackKinnon et
al, 2019); and sociecological resilience theories (Cottrell & Duke, 2016).
‘Moments’ needs to remain a critical interpretative framework (e.g.
embedded within assemblage thinking or similar) and not just a
descriptive timeline approach!
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